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URGENT DEMAND FOR INCREASED EFFORT IN SALVAGE

Poliowing is text of a speech to b# made "by 'Mr. C.U. Peat,

M.C., M.P., Joint parliamentary Secretary to Ministry of Supply,
at the Army Exhibition, Oxford Street, London, today at 4 p.m.

As representing the Ministry of Supply, I am very glad to have this

chance of speaking to, those of you who, like myself, are enjoying this splendid
exhibition organised by the Ministry of Information on behalf of the- War Office,

I am, so to speak, locking at the shop -window of the Ministry of Supply's
best and most important customer. It is cur job to make and supply the

equipment and weapons you are looking at*

This exhibition is not a study in still life but a very living picture
of the equipment of an Infantry Division, -

I should like to think that those of you who may be looking at a 25-pdr,

gun are-imagining it in action, served by sweating gunners, blasting out the

enemy from some strong point in Sicily, and that those of you who are looking
pontoon bridge, have a picture in your mind’s eye of similar bridges being

built by sappers under fire, with the bullets kicking up little splashes in the

water all around them, desperately intent on making a. bridgehead for the Division

to-pass over. And those, -.again, who are looking at the arrangements
will, I hope, be able to imagine them being used for their splendid work,
Nurses and Doctors, lurrying about with the smell ofanaesthetic and ’disinfectant

in the air, and perhaps far away the drone of approaching hostile aircraft.

All these things have had to be produced at a time when manpower, shipping
and materials are very short. If you Will look closely, you ‘will see that both

in design and manufacture every effort has been made to save materials and man hours.

Let me give you an examnle or two* 500,000 tons of timber have already been .
saved .in the manufacture of military hutments by the use of sawdust and cement.

2,000 tons of brass have been saved by making buttons and badges of plastic
material, ~JO

/}
of worn out battle dresses are re-made and go back into use for

some essential purpose.

By re-designing the BoforS gun, we have saved half of the number of components
and half the amount of labour employed.

May I say one or two -words about our efforts to make the raw materials
available to us go as far as we can, •

You have ail had an opportunity of seeing and hearing about the necessity
cx salvaging scrap materials and putting them back into production. So far
we have, saved millions of tons of shipping by putting our metal back into the

furnaces, and cur -waste paper, rags and bones back into "weapons of "War.

/ Let



Let me give you an example of what salvage can do. To fire

one • round from a 6-pdr* gun requires:-

••• 'xT. STEEL equal in weight, to flat iron*

BRASS equivalent to hinges and fittings'from 20 cupboard doors.

COPPER equal to 4 yards of electric wire.

' .BONES weighing 20 lb,, which would supply sufficient grease to

make the cordite firing charge. *

PAPER (for the shell container) equal to two large railway

time-tables, ■ V .

2,ozs. of bones put out for salvage regularly every week for a

year would supply sufficient grease to make the cordite to fire a

2-pdr, shell,
*"

paper is one of the most vital requirements and the collection

of waste paper is one of the most unsatisfactory sides of our salvage
efforts. Paper is needed for making cartridge wads, without which

no shot could be fired, for.shell containers, for parts of mines, for

making laminated plastic sheets for wireless; sots, for wrappings of .
surgical supplies and for numerous ‘.other purposes.

I am here to ask you all to take this matter very seriously and

steadfastly to do your duty as citizens by making iavailable for

collection waste paper and all other forms of salvage.

There is a tendency to be careless isbout things like salvage now'

that.the war has token a more favourable turn. This is a deplorable
hiding, We may be on the last lap and facing the last slope of oup-y

climb, but that is all the more reason why we should put every ounce

we have, into that lost effort,, and not make the'mistake of looking over

bur shoulder as. we reach the winning post. Many athletes have lost a-

race by doing this and;.:,! say, without fear of contradiction, that

unless we keep our maximum war effort
up

to Its highest peak, until

the enemy has been beaten ’into death dust and ashes’, we may well

forfeit that complete victory which alone can make worth while the

sacrifices of,the past years.

Therefore let me ask you to put, as far as salvage is concerned,

your last ounce into this supreme final effort#

MINISTRY OF SUPPLY
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